AGENDA

Ice Drilling Program Office – Science Advisory Board Meeting
March 1 & 2, 2010
National Science Foundation - Stafford II Room 565
Arlington, VA

Monday March 1
8:30 Welcome – Mary
8:40 NSF Update - Julie
9:00 IDPO/IDDO Update – Mary
9:20 IDDO Drilling technology overview – Charlie
9:40 SAB Terms of reference and composition discussion - Mary

10:15-10:30 – Break
Science community updates
10:30 IPICS – Ed
10:50 Possibilities for upcoming US-drilled deep cores – Karl
11:10 WISSARD – Ross

11:30-1:00 Lunch
Science Plan Discussions: Upgrading visions and a prioritized science planning matrix
1:00 Climate
2:15 Ice flow history and response
3:15-3:30 Break
3:30 Sub-ice environment and habitat
4:30 Wrap up & identify action items
5:00 Adjourn for the day

Tuesday March 2
8:30 Drilling technology needs & prioritization
9:30 Increasing community diversity: undergrads & graduate students
10:00 - 10:20 Break
10:20 Education & outreach
11:30 Funding opportunities for possible IDPO action
12:00 Working lunch: wrap up & identify action items
1:00 Adjourn

NOTE: this agenda is subject to change as discussions evolve.